Integumentary Changes and Considerations
Impacting People with Spinal Cord Injury
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Fact Sheet

Why should PTs be concerned about skin for
patients with spinal cord injury?
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Changes to the skin in patients with SCI (listed below), combined with skin changes
common due to aging and other co-morbidities, can make the SCI population at a
very high risk for skin breakdown and pressure injury. Patients with sensory and
motor complete injuries are more susceptible to breakdown; however people with
incomplete injuries can still be at high risk, especially when medically unstable. 4
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Decreased blood flow, supply, pressure
Decreased amino acid concentration
Decreased enzymes for biosynthesis
Potential change in gene expression
Decreased Adrenergic receptors
(norepinephrine, epinephrine)
Decreased proportion of Type I to Type III collagen fibers
Increased collagen catabolism (dermis)
Decreased Partial Pressure of Oxygen (PO2)

What types of skin injuries are most common in SCI?
Pressure ulcers/injuries are the most common types of wounds for patients with SCI.
They form over bony prominences such the sacrum, ischial tuberosities, greater
trochanters, and heels secondary to lack of mobility and blood flow to the areas. It’s
important to perform manual skin checks (palpation) in addition to visual skin
checks, to note a change in tissue quality (induration / boggy); as signs of potential
breakdown may show up before visual signs are noted. Teaching staff and caregivers
how to perform these manual and visual checks daily is an integral part of the
patient’s overall SCI education and future health. While pressure ulcers tend to be
the main focus for clinicians, venous, arterial, neuropathic and surgical wounds are
other common wound etiologies that PTs may encounter as well.

Ways to prevent and treat skin breakdown in patients with SCI
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure! Strategies to prevent skin break
down from occurring, including frequent and adequate pressure relief maneuvers,
proper seating and positioning, daily visual and manual skin checks, and education
are the best forms of prevention. When a pressure ulcer is identified, it’s important to
understand the source of the ulcer, and develop a comprehensive treatment plan to
heal the skin and eliminate risk of reoccurrence breakdown.
Prevention and treatment strategies include:
▪ Ensure proper Wheelchair fitting: Be sure the wheelchair is fit by a provider
▪ Pressure map all sitting surfaces: Pressure mapping is a tool can identify areas of
high pressure from bony prominences. This can aide in the treatment plan or help
when selecting a proper support surface.
▪ Perform frequent and adequate pressure reliefs:
o Weight shifts should occur every 15-30 minutes and should last at least a full
60 seconds to relieve the pressure properly. If you have a skin sore, weight
shifts will need to be done more often. It is important to perform weight
shifts as instructed by your healthcare provider.
▪ Education: Understanding the cause, prevention, and treatment of skin
breakdown is imperative.
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